
How to Make Equations and Figures Look
Good on Any Device Or App
Equations and figures are essential elements in many documents, presentations,
and applications. Whether you're a student, a professional, or an educator,
ensuring that your equations and figures look good on any device or app is
crucial for effective communication and engagement.

In this article, we'll explore various techniques and tips to help you make your
equations and figures visually appealing and universally compatible. From
formatting equations to optimizing figures, we've got you covered.

1. Formatting Equations:

Equations are often the most challenging part of presenting mathematical or
scientific concepts. Here's how to make them look good across all mediums:
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a. Use a Proper Tool:

Invest in a good mathematical typesetting tool like LaTeX or MathType. They
provide profession-grade equation formatting options and ensure the best output
quality.

b. Consistent Font and Size:

Standardize the font and size of your equations throughout your document or
presentation. Aim for clarity and legibility, ensuring viewers can read your
equations without difficulty.

c. Align Equations:

Proper alignment enhances readability. Align equations neatly, ensuring symbols
and variables are in the correct position. This will prevent confusion and help
users understand your equations effortlessly.

d. Use Clear Notation:

Simplify complex equations by using clear and concise notation. Avoid cluttering
your equations with unnecessary symbols or decorations that may confuse
viewers.

e. Consistent Equation Numbering:

If your document requires numbering equations, be consistent throughout.
Ensure the numbering is easy to locate, and make sure each equation reference
corresponds correctly.

2. Optimizing Figures:

Figures, such as graphs, diagrams, and illustrations, play a pivotal role in
visualizing data and concepts. Here are some ways to optimize them:



a. Choose the Right Image Format:

Different devices and apps support various image formats. Select a format that
offers the best clarity and compatibility, such as JPEG or PNG. Avoid using
formats that may distort or reduce the quality of your figures.

b. Compression and File Size:

As images often contribute significantly to file sizes, optimize your figures using
compression techniques. Reduce file sizes without compromising image quality to
ensure fast loading speeds and smooth user experiences.

c. Resolution and DPI:

Ensure your figures have adequate resolution and DPI (dots per inch) for high-
quality display. This is particularly important when printing or displaying on high-
resolution screens.

d. Consistency in Style and Fonts:

Use consistent styles, colors, and fonts in your figures to maintain a unified visual
appearance. This promotes a professional and cohesive overall design.

e. Accessibility and Alt Attribute:

Accessibility is key when catering to all users. Provide a concise and descriptive
alt attribute for each figure, enabling those with visual impairments to understand
the content through screen readers.

3. Testing and Synchronization:

After formatting equations and optimizing figures, it is important to test their
compatibility on various devices and apps. Here's how to ensure synchronization:

a. Cross-platform Testing:



Test your equations and figures across different platforms, including mobile
devices, tablets, and different operating systems. Ensure they maintain their
intended appearance and functionality.

b. Responsive Design:

Utilize responsive design techniques to adapt equations and figures to different
screen sizes and orientations. This ensures optimal user experiences on any
device.

c. App Compatibility:

If your equations and figures will be integrated into specific apps or software, test
their compatibility to ensure a seamless experience. Adjust formatting if needed
to maintain quality.

d. Feedback and User Testing:

Solicit feedback from users to identify any potential issues or improvements.
Conduct user testing with individuals from different backgrounds to gather diverse
perspectives and address any concerns.

In , making equations and figures look good on any device or app doesn't have to
be a daunting task. By following these tips and techniques, you can enhance the
visual appeal, readability, and compatibility of your mathematical and scientific
content. Impact and engage your audience with well-presented equations and
visually optimized figures.
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Why do Kindle books look so bad with mathematical formulas?

That is the question that started the long ongoing thread on the Amazon
Customer Discussion forum. The answer is inside this book. The author of
technical books decided to find the answer and show other Kindle math book
authors ways to avoid the minefields of Kindle Format 8 and MOBI formatting and
create equations and formulas that look good on any Kindle reader. This book
contains the detailed information and codes authors wish had been included in
the Amazon Kindle Publishing Guidelines.

What's covered?

The book starts with a detailed analysis of the causes of equation formatting
problems. The fundamental problem is due to Kindle providing no support for
math equations. But there's more to it than that. The author shows how so many
different screen sizes and workflows suggested in Kindle guidelines contribute to
the formatting problems. Detailed solutions involving bitmaps and SVG are
presented for equations, figures and tables. The book also describes ways to
introduce interactive math elements into a Kindle book.

Overview of solutions
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Detailed step-by-step methods are presented starting with using bitmap
equations. The Holder Image Method is introduced and used to show how to
prepare equations that will auto-size on any Kindle device or app screen size.
Methods are also presented to make equations readable on white, sepia, and
black backgrounds. Bitmap solutions work for Kindle readers that use Kindle
Format 8 (Kindle Fire and other Android tablets) and Kindle readers that use the
MOBI format.

Methods are presented that show how to prepare SVG equations and use them
to resize equations as the book's font size is changed. This method only works for
Kindle readers that use Kindle Format 8. Methods are presented that show how
to use media query to create fallback static images for Kindle readers that only
use the MOBI format

A chapter is devoted to ways to create interactive math books using the latest
technologies of MathML, HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript.
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